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Recent fires spark concern
Blaze in Hunters Ridge
prompts prevention education
9> All.ISON GOSSFTT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The recent fire in Hunters Ridge is one more to add to the list
of fires that have occurred in off-campus communities. Because
of this incident, local fire officials are warning students how to
both prevent and protect themselves in case of fire.
Early Oct. 2, two residents of 1317 Bradley Drive in
Hunters Ridge returned home to find smoke coming from one
ol their bedrooms.
I hi tire that occurred at the townhouse caused no in|iines
but left the four residents without a home.
The bedroom where the fire started had to be gutted, while
the rest of the apartment and bedrooms suffered water and
smoke damage. Costs to repair the damages are expected to
exceed the original estimate of between $75,000 and $85,000.
I he property owner did have insurance on the property, so the
former residents will not have to pay for the damages.
Currently. JML and Lee & Associates, the group that manages some of the apartments in Hunters Ridge, are working
to help the students who have found themselves homeless a
place to May,
,
The recent fire in Hunters Ridge is not the first in student
apartments at [MU. Approximately five years ago, a charcoal grill left on the balcony of an Ashby Crossing residence
destroyed three apartments with the cost in damages totaling
$5tX),(HXl. A year or so later, a cigarette butt blew acntss a building in The Commons, wiping out the enbre third floor. Just last
year, an apartment was in flames in a matter of minutes after a
candle left burning unattended caught the top floor of a FoxHill
townhouse on fire.
There were no smoke alarms in the hall, just in the bedroom,
so the alarm did not immediately go off and alert the residents
In all of these incidents, JML students were described as nothing but helpful for both assistance in moving cars by lifting
them or by alerting residents.
Local firefighters are often called out for a number of
things that do not do as much damage as the recent fire.
Mishaps have been caused by people leaving pizza boxes in
tlif oven, popcorn catching fire in microwaves, and improper
disposal of cleaning agents.
Wanda Willis, a fire prevention education officer in
Harrisonburg, offers valuable advice to students to easily prevent fires from happening.
"It is the little things that people don't always think might
bad 10 .i fire that can end disastrously. These things are even
more IMSIIV overlooked when drinking. ' explains Willis
I hart are a number of things students can do to both prevent and prepare in case a fire occurs. City Fire Marshall Gary
Lucas said renter's insurance is one of the most important
things students can do to protect themselves in the event of a
fire financially.
Fire officials also stress unnecessarily pulling fire alarms
lessens the effect of a fire alarm. Lucas explained, "When the
fire alarm is constantly going off in places like Ashby and
South view, people stop listening to it and might not wake up
tor I real lire.
Wanda Willis explained the importance of calling immediately in the event of a fire, no matter how small.

"Making sure that you are aware of the possible dangers of a fire in your
environment when alcohol has altered your ability to think clearly is equally as important as having a designated driver when drinking."
—Wanda Willis, fire prevention education officer

AMI PAH K--'

The bedroom In which the fire originated In apartment 19J of The Mill. No Injuries were reported and the (Ire was contained.

Apartment fire in The Mill caused by cigarette in wastebasket
■v STEPHANIE SALTZBERC
STATE WRITER

A cigarette caused a tire in apartment 19
| ot 1 he Mill List I huntdav morning.
Adrienne Smith, a Blue Ridge
Community College student, had been
smoking in her bedroom and "crushed
the cigarette out on the side of the trash
can," said Harrisonburg Fire Chief Larrv
Shifflett.
Smith's three roommates were in the
apartment when the fire began. It was
unusual for juniors Jessica Sharpe and
Eileen Wilson to be in the apartment at this
time of day.
"I have class and I usually take |Wilson|

with me," Sharpe said. "Ourother roommate
was sleeping," Sharpe said.
Sharpe got out of the shower and noticed
the smell ot «om**htnj; burnt np,. At hrst, she
said, she thought 11 might bv coming from
the kitchen. Sharpe found Wilson and they
soon realized that the smell was coming
from behind their roommate's door. "I
didn't see the fire, but heard the crackling of
flames behind the door," Sharpe said.
"The whole apartment was filled with •
filmy smoke," Wilson said.
Wilson made the call to 911 at 10:20
a.m., Shifflett said. Four fire engines and a
ladder truck were on the scene within three
minutes.
The fire was out within 10 minutes, but

firefighters remained on the scene for about
an hour and a half, Shifflett said. Smith
returned to the apartment while the tire H .IS
being put out and said that she had been
smoking m her room, said Shifflett. Smith
was not available for comment.
No injuries were reported and no serious
damage was done to any neighboring
apartments. "If anything, there was slight
water damage to the apartment below,"
Shifflett said. Damages are still being
assessed, but are currently estimated to Inbetween $5,000 and $10,000
The residents have not moved out,
however Sharpe is without electricity. There
are currently no plans to move, Wilson and
Sharpe said.

Amendment looks to alter size of Student Senate
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Tuesday's Student Senate meeting included
possible solutions to the problems of senate membership and clothing requirements.
The first amendment, brought forth by senators Ricardo Pineres, Geary Cox and Thomas
Bluestein, describes the need to limit the number
of students who would make up the senate. Issues
regarding attendance have been prevalent, making it difficult to meet quorum. The amendment
also would make it more competitive in the senate
by limiting the number of Student Senate seats to
50. The amendment designates that two senators
should represent each undergraduate college and
class, rather than four. The number of Residence
I ite senators would remain the same.

'This allows for the best representational process possible, thus allowing the JMU community
to be served with expedience and quality," Pineres
said.

The amendment was tabled until Nov. 1 so
senators may research the topic.
A change to the house rules was also brought
forth. Senator Daniel Dunlap asked that the house
rules change to establish more decorum within the
senate. He asked for all senators to dress business
casual, which would exclude jeans, sandals, Tshirts and sweatshirts, and to address each other
in the senate by their titles.
"The SGA should be fun but professional and
respectful," Dunlap said. "We should dress appropriately for Senate meetings." A dress code is in
plan-. DUl is not very specific.
This motion was not passed, due to a number
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Junior Meg Schrader cheeks agarose gal containing arabldopsls thallana DNA, genetic
material which she had previously altered as part of an Independent lab study.

of senators not wanting to alienate visitors
I his is a way of making people not feel welcome,'' Pineres said. Pineres also said it was Wrong
|0 make senators feel uncomfortable in their clothing, especially when many come directly from
class to meetings.
Senator Beth Pope said, "We serve students
through action, not what we wear."
According to Lucy Hutdunaon, head of the
finance committee, finance decided to tahle the
Double Reed Club bill as they want more information about the organizations planned fund raisers
In his report at the beginning ot the meeting.
student body president Wesli Spencer announced
that |MU was second in the state in an absentee
ballot and registration drive, lead by Virginia 21
Beth Rudolph has been running this drive and
received the award of best director of governmen-

tal relations in the state from Virginia 21.
Spencer also announced that JML has raised
more money for the victims of Hurricane Katrina
than am other Virginia school. Katrina All
logether Ona has raised over $I4,(XW. as comEared to the closest school, Virginia Tech, which
as raised $3,000.
Members of the SGA also attended the
2010 conference on higher education hosted by
Virginia 21. Cov. Mark Warner discussed what
he wanted to see happen in higher education
OVar the next five years. According tO Speruer,
this includes the ability for universities to work
with more diverse small businesses, increasing
access to universities for minority populations,
students reaching out to their local communities, better research facilities and a better tie to
under performing high schools.

Graf ton shows candidates' debate
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On Monday, Grafton-Stovall Theatre rebroadcast a conference in which a three-person panel
questioned Virginia's gubernatorial candidates.
I he panel, composed of a student, a business
leader and faculty member, asked candidates questions relating to higher education issues
I he debate screening, co-sponsored by the
University Program Board, Virginia 21 and theSCA
was shown to a Graf ton audience of about 100.
Onscreen, IVmocrat lim kaine. Republican |erry
Kilgore and Independent Russell Potta NCR Quizzed
by Heywood Fralin of the Virginia Business Higher
Educatfon Council, Mehreen Farooq of Virginia 21;
and |im l.ollar of the Faculty Senate of Virginia.
Before the debate section, each candidate was
allowed a few minutes to use for opening remarks.
In his opening remark, Kaine said, "1 conomu
development depends absolutely on higher education," and that although he preferred to cut taxes
when possible, he would not shy away from raising
them in order to pursue a serious goal. He mentioned economic expansion on the deep-south-side
of Virginia, in the hopes of combating unemployment and local economy slumps.
kilgore followed Kaine, and spent time both
thanking his campaign volunteers and discussing
his 9-year-old daughter Kelsev's aspirations of being
a lawyer. These comments he used to segue into

his main point concerning opportunity and equal
chances at success; Kilgore was the first in his family
to graduate college.
PoW 'hen took the podium and began his barrage of political one-liners. "Show me the monev!"
he screamed at his opponents.
Potts appeared most comfortable when drawing
the fire of Kaine and Kilgore, both of whom seemed
to be on a different energy level than the format
sports promoter.
Senior Uah Seastrum remarked, "I don't think
Potts registered senoush at all. He seemed more
like a mascot, or a used-car dealer."
I he qui-sti on-and-answer session aflbfdad the
candidates another chance to offer platforms and
party promises. Farooq asked, how could colleges expect to hang on to their best and brightest?
Salary, was the answer from alt three candidates
Faculty representative Jim Lollar posed a question about schools being able to ensure meeting
student financial aid needs. The answers from the
candidates grew vague and then more vague
Senior Kevin Sturm said, "It was clear that Potts
stands no chance in this election. The race between
Kaine and Kilgore is another story, and at times, it
was obvious who some members of the audience
supported. Personally, I feel that lim Kaine has |
better stance on the issues." He added, "Political
activism does not have to wait until you'll married
with children. It's good to see students get involved
at this time in their lives."
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r OLICE l_/OG BY KELLY Ptsaat/unior writer
Drunk in public, underage consumption Drunk in public
A non-student was charged with
of alcohol
A JMU student was charged with being drunk in public
and underage consumption ol alcohol in the R6 Lot Oct.
7 at 2:42 am

Indecent exposure
A JMU reported a white male subject exposing himself
and engaging in perverse acts in the Bridgeforth Stadium
area Oct. 7 at 11:44 p.m.

Drunk In public, underage possession
of alcohol
A JMU student was charged with being drunk in public
and underage possession ol alcohol at Eagle Hall Oct.
9 at 1:12 a.m.

Contact Us

CLASSIFIEDS
■ Mow to place a classified Go 10 www.meoiMn.Ofy
and car* on He classified hi* or come rto tie office
wee*days between 8 am and 5 p.m
■ Con $5 00 tor Ihe tirst 10 wore*. S3 tot each
addeonal 10 words, boxed ciassAed. $10 per column
men
■ DtaIfciej noon Friday kx Monday Issue, noon
Tuesday lor Thursday issue
■ Cueaaeds must be paid n advance »i TheBrsan
otto.

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday
mornings and distributed throughout James Madison University and the local Harnsonburg community. Comments and complaints should be addressed to Nathan Chiantella. editor
Main Telephone:
(540)568-6127
Advertising Department:
(540)568-6127

Adi Manger.
Assistant Ads
Manager
Meghan O'DonneH

being drunk in public at

Eagle Hall Oct. 9 at 3:49 am

Ad Executives
Melissa Walts
Brian Sikorski
Regina Manntno

Property damage
While conducting patrol, a JMU officer discovered graffiti
sprayed on a wall close to the entrance of Top Dog Cafe
Oct 8 at 11 05 p.m.

Ryan Croft
Doug Montone
Anthony Coiasurdo

Property damage, underage consumption
of alcohol, drunkenness
A JMU was charged with property damage, underage
consumption of alcohol and drunkenness on the 300
block of Carrier Drive Oct. 9 at 3:40 a.m.

Mailing address:
Q1 Anthony-Seeger Han
MSC6805
James Madison University

Number ol parking tickets since Aug 29:4,772
Number of drunk in publics since Aug 29: 31
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(540) 568-6749
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Opinion Dee*:
(540) 568-3846
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IntneOct 10 osue of The Breeze the article -Wort
shop leeches good habits" misnamed assistant pre
leesoi Pavel Zemlleneky Also, the workshop teeture
in lha article do not last two days The fir* day was
presentation and the second day was the workshor
Finally. Dan Mailer S argument was that writing is pr
marly about leering, then communicating

0reerenewsOhormaif.com
Aria and Entertainment Desk:
(540)568-3151
OreezeartsOnofma/r. com

Specialty Adverting
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Ashley Del Pome
Ads Design Manager
Jess Woodward
Ad Designers:
KevanMadver
Tyler Adams
Kelly Pedenen
Kristen Blanco

Krr» Mills
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(540) 568-8041
breezephotoQhoimail. com

MISSION
The Breeze, (he student-run newspaper of James Madison University.
serves student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the
campus and local community The Breeze strives to be impartial and
fair in its reporting and firmly believes in its First Amendment rights.

FREE
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Take a free practice test with Kaplan and
And out how you'll score before Test Day!
James Madison University
Saturday, October 15

Over 20 varietiesof pumpkins & gourds
•Straw Bales ° Indian Corn ° Corn Stalks"
Mums"Corn Mazes" Straw Bale Maze"
Hay Tunnel" Petting Zoo
" fumble Tubes"

Sponsored by the College of Graduate and
Professional Programs
Call or visit us online today to register!

KAPLAN

1-81 Exit 1257

1-800-KAP-TEST
kiptast.com/pr.Ktlca
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JUST A MORNING MEAL ANYMORE

10PM TO 1AM THURS. OCT. 13
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GAMES. Fl 111
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MCAT goes
computerized
AAMC hopes to make
test more user-friendly
BY DREW LETT

their results. The application
cycle for applying to medical
schools starts in June, so this
Computers will replace
puts those who take the test in
the old
"fill-irvthe-bubble"
August at a disadvantage.
tests when the MCAT becomes
"As a result of these
modernized beginning in 2007.
changes, students will have
The recent decision was
greater flexibility in terms of
made by the Association oi
selecting a test date that better
American Medical Colleges in
suits their academic calendar,"
an effort to improve the test
Babcock said.
required for admission into most
Also, the exam will no
medical schools.
longer be an eight hour-long
"Our goal is to enhance the
endeavor. While the content in
testing experience for examinees
the exam will be the same, the
and the usefulness of the results
number of questions will be
for the medical schools and other
cut dramatically, thus reducprofessionals schools that use the
ing the time allotted to comMCAT," said Ellen Julian, associplete the exam from eight to
ate vice president for the AAMC
five hours.
and director of the MCAT.
A recent Kaplan survey of
Sharon Babcock, coordinator
3,858 students, found 82 perof Pre-Medical Advising, said the
cent of students feel they will
MCAT is a standardized test used
perform worse on the computer-based test than on the
"fill-in-the-bubble" version.
This
worry
may be
unfounded; Babcock said
MCAT representatives are currently conducting pilot tests
to compare outcomes of the
new computer-based exams
with those of the paper-based
exams. "Preliminary analyses
—Sharon Babcock appear very promising that
Pre-Mcd Advising Coordinator this change will be a good
one," she said.
as part of the primary applicaSince 2000, 408 JMU stution for admissions to allopathic
dents have taken the older verand osteopathic medical schools.
sion of the MCAT. Junior biolStudents can also take the MCAT ogy major Mike Barkema will
if they wish to applv to phvsician
be added to this number when
assistant programs or veterinary
ha i.'k.s the MCAT in2006, the
medicine programs.
last year they will have the old
The intended purpose of the
format.
change to computerized tests
On finding out he will be
is to provide students with a
part of the last group of stugreater number of test dates
dents to ever take the writand to decrease time necesten version of the exam, he
sary to generate test scores.
said. That makes me happy.
Currently the MCAT is offered
I think I would rather take a
twice a year, once in April and
wntten one. It's nice that it's
once in August. After completshorter, but sometimes it helps
ing the MCAT, students must
just writing everything out and
wait six to eight weeks after
not having to sit in front of a
completing the U-st to receive
computer"
NEWS ED/TOR

Preliminary analyses
appear very promising
that this change will be
a good one.

Cell phones, IPods and laptop computers are a few high-tech distractions that students may resort to while bored In claes.

Millennials spark classroom debate
■v

DREW LETT
NEWS EOfroR

IXinng lectures that cannot seem to hold
their attention, students used to slip each
other notes in class; now they are text messaging each other.
It is up for debate whether new technology simply provides a new form of distraction or whether it is a sign that the education
system needs to adapt better to students.
On Oct. 5, university librarian at the
New Jersey Institute of Technology, Richard
T. Sweeney, spoke in an online chat about
people born between 1980 and 1994; people
ne calls "the Millennials." He argues that
instruction methods have to change to
accommodate these students.
Sweeney said these "Millennials" have
short attention spans, multitask constantly,
and see themselves as consumers who
"want to learn only what they have to
learn" in "a style that is best for them,"

more so than previous generations.
Dean of the General Education program,
Linda Halpern, disagrees with some of the
characteristics of "Millennials."
"Some students have always behaved in
inappropriate ways in class," she said. "It
used to be reading the newspaper, sleeping or
passing notes. If now it is text messaging or
listening to an iPod, this is not a technologv
issue, but rather an issue of manners."
"This new generation needs a new etiquette that is civil, but which responds to their
need to learn quickly," Sweeney said.
In order to engage students in learning
and lessen the appeal of distractions such
as cell phone and iPods, Sweeney suggests
schools offer a large number of alternative
learning methods. "For example, time on
task, the credit hour system, is ripe for change.
There is no reward for learning faster and better in a time-on-task system," Sweeney said.
"Engaging students in the classroom is
an art and we go about it in different ways.

The challenge from my perspective is to
help students to develop an interest in learning," professor Ralph Grove said. "Whatever
diversions they employ are secondary."
For some years technology has shaped
the classroom. Blackboard allows professors
to upload documents and communicate with
students over the Internet. Now |MU is furthering that idea.
One of the newest technological additions
are the student response systems. The College
of Business is testing a new student response
system, which allows students, via individual remote input devices, to answer questions asked by the instructor, said General
Rducation professor Catherine Mahoney.
Professor of 3-D animation Peter Rattier
said,"I believe that long-distance learning
will be the future of education," he aaid.
'The technology is available now. It would
just take a strong commitment from the urn
varsity to make our classes available outside
of our physical campus."

Giving a helping hand
*

GREEK SPOTLIGHT ™
Congratulations!!!!

Greek of the Month: Kim Laity from Zeta Tiu Alpha. Kim has held multiple leadership roles in her chapter,
serves the JMU campus and has been a FROG for 2 years. She also has a commitment to scholarship as a
statistics tutor. Kim, congratulations and thanks for all you do!
To i variety of chapters for their acceptance of National Greek Excellence awards over the summer,
includiag:
Delta Chi, Kappa Alpha, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Theta Chi. Alpha Sigma Alpha. Delta Delta Delta. Zeta
Tau Alpha

KYLE COWMAN staffp/uiofrapher
The Counseling and Student Development Center held an open house Oct. U, display
Ing resources and services they have to offer to students. In spring 2004 14.9 percent
of college students said they had been diagnosed wtth depression. Depression can be
treated and 80 percent of those who seek help get better.

Go downhill...for fun!
Fall Mountain
Tubing

First warm weather tubing
■ run in the nation!
Just $ 10 for a two-hour session.
Call about private parties.
Check out our grass skiing, mountain
boarding and sight-seeing lift rides too.

Come as you are. No special attire needed.
www.bryceresort.com

F/76-8 pm
Sat noon-2 pm & 6-8 pm
Sun noon-2 pm
through Oct. 30.
Grass skiing &
mountain boarding
Sundays starting Oct. 9
noon to 2:30 p.m.
through October 30
540-856-2121

i
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Philanthropic Efforts:
• Zeta Tau Alpha and their Breast Cancer Awareness Week!!
• Delta Delta Delta for their Triple Play Softball Tournament benefiting St. Jude's Hospital on Oct. 13*
andl4"
Scholarship Recognition: Congratulations to the following chapter members tor their excellence in academics.
These individuals' semester and'or cumulative GPA ranged from 3 5 - 4.0 and were the highest in their chapter
Cumulative GPA:
Semester GPA:
AKA: Christopher Clapp

AKA: Slcphan Bcgg

A*: Amanda Gallagher

A*: Knn Hill

AIA: Lauren Wymer

AIA: Diane ("offey

ATT Kathryn finch

AIT: Laura Hall

AM Kaitlin Rowley

AM Knsien Harrison

At I iv. I 'liner

At: HilaryOskm

AX: Joshua Evans
KA William Smith

AX: Aaron Clark
KA:V>illiamClattcrlwck

KX: Paul Dam
OX: Christopher Clack

KI: Michael Karam

FIGI KykSlerry
IIKA Daniel Tunssmi

FIGI: Alexander Black

(IK* Kevin Monn

[IK*David Shaw

IK I mil) (lurgdorf

IK Amanda Black

IS: James Foster

IN Ross Ainnglon

1*1 Austin Trentham
III hh/abeth Spain

I4.E: John Hupp
HI Enn Kelly

IX: Todd Huso

IX: Edward Adamcc

TO: Brandom VVTiitc

TKE:Seth Formal
ZTA: Kristtn O'Connor

ZTA: Leigh McColloch

OX Davidson Hulfish
IIKA: Jeffrey Paul
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NVR. Careers that mean more...
Responsibility. Autonomy.
Training. Challenge.
Advancement. Freedom.
Strength. Satisfaction.
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COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

• We are m dominant
homebuUder in
all of our markets

$5 OFF

• Annual *n>enues
exceeded $4.2 billion
in 2004.

mton and degrre areaar

• Sales & Marketing
• Production Supervisor
• Internships

(withJAC card)
Bnng m this coupon and gel &5.°° off your next c*l change at your nearest participating Jiffy Lube *

'

Coma in every 3.000 mrtos tor a JHty Lube Srgnalure ServKe" Ol Cnangt
'fit coupon It only ntd—m§bm UIKoMly Lira. .11(70 Eaer darter si, Harrlaontx/rv, VA.
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Jiffy Lube Signature Service- Oil Change
' Mo appomfmanl rwoaaaan/

• We plan to double
our size in die next
5 years.

NVRcwccn apan ideal i iiiea in: MaiyUmi * Vuiunia • WM ^ tndnU
• Pi imfvtvanM • NewYbrfc • Newjenir** Delaware • Ohm • North « -noHna

i

Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change

• We have the highest
Earnings Per Share
growth rate in the
industry over the

thr KT«mih opportunities at NVR. Inc.
•'"»'J of oui ■! Htirt((« r- ^ic piuiuoicd hutn willlMI
• IIKI.I.( |>nigcanu.
• KmpowefnL auUKiomom «mrk rukurr
• Sl.ul to-fiilMh jobHlbtl..

What A Record
Store Should Bel
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• We've built over
250,000 homes
since our beginning
in 1948.

Information Session:
Wednesday, October 19th
Time: 7:30pm
Place: Sonner Reception Hall
J»

SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES!

• We're one of the
nation's lop 10
homebuilders.
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e**LSO OUT - New CDs from Gang of Four, Devildoom. Ricky Martin,
Susan Tedeschi, the Roadrunnar United All Star Sessions, Dios Malos,
Paul Waller, plus new limited editions of Savendust's "Next" and Modest
Mouse's "Good News For People Who Love Bad News" and moral

Consider the NVR*
Inc. business case.
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$29.99

• FREE lop off on your way homo'
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1870 East Market Street
across from Valley Mall
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(540) 433-8599
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| H China Express s
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1031 Port Republic Rd
t Next to Food Lion

Thirty Thousand Titles*50 Different Categories

All 60% to 90% off retail

Today thru Oct 23
Open Only During Scheduled Dates from

Literature t fktioti

Special Intereit

including D wide h""^'1*!
ujjoctionol

9IM-7PM
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www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am

Ifie Best Value Combo
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chickan. Bast or Shrimp Chow Mem
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chickan
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
• SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
• SC7 Hunan Chicken
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
Limited Area
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
$10.00 minimum
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
Flex Accepted
*SC12KungPao Chickan
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
on/y(gp All come with
• SC15 Hunan Beel
SC16 Pepper Steak
Vegetable Lo Mein
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
•SC 18 Szechuan Beel
Spring Roll
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
» SC21 Hunan Shrimp
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
SC22 Tnple Delight
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken
and choice of soup:
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC2S Four Seasons
Wonton,
SC26 Pork, Chicken. Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
Egg Drop.
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

FREE DELIVERY
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(540) 568-9899 I
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Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

or Hot and Sour

"5"

DIRECTIONS
Lcxoled 15 minutes south ol IMU Ut
1-81 lo exit 240; turn east on ltd .612
& wolrh for the signs.

800«385'0099

Green Valley

BOOKFAIR
VA

2 2 8 4 1

>pei
Try Our Chef Specials

$7.45

(served with Plain Fried or Stained

►

Bourbon Chicken

Lemon Chicken

Amazing Chicken
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SUPER CROSSWORD
ACROSS
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I Florida alhletr
6 TV's "Quern
for"
Id Sonic wines
14 Barrel
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18 "Pal Joey" author
19 Hoffmann creation

*?

20 Schemes
22 "All-"('84 film)
23 View a parade'.'

N

5'

■

*.*

HH°

25 Sal of "Giant"

26
27
28
29
31

Parka feature
Shaij's pack
Palo-.CA
Plagiarize''
Perplex

n
Tr~
a.
N

33 Mendicant monk

37 Diminish
40 The Waste Land"
poet
41 Nomad pad
42 Downsize the
WBA'
46 Tigris-Euphrates land
47 Globe
50 Neighbor of Tenn.
51 Thiss and lhaat
52 Reeves of "Sweet
November"
53 Norm

OCT. 21.21 ti

oa. 2?. 29.30. a

(JPp* M W9 fHO 0" W
ADMISSION J6.00

Fran Cross Keys Rd.. turn east on Port Republic Rd Go 3.2 mi and turn lett x Pii
Go 1.8 mi. and turn onto Valley View Rd. Go 1 mi. Cornfield on right.

i e Rd

From Rt 33, Penn La»d, turn south on Lawyer Rd. Go"
Turn ngM on Fineville Rd. Go 0.8 mi. and turn left sow Valley
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I'S
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IV
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109 Kuwaiti ruler
110 Precise
112 Shop nil you drop'
115 Hawaii's state bird

3K III temper
39 Jeddah gentleman
40 Singer James

93 CPR provider

41 Pitfall

97 Glue guy

116 Ravi-shing instrument?

98 Singer Frank it*

94 Lay down the law
95 Imp

54 Yank opponent

117 Kid at court

55 Director Kurosawa
56 Nest noise
58 Dodge

118 What ie stands for

43 Vexed
44 Rosey of the Rams
45 Silent star''

119 Genealogy diagram

46 Cloth finish"

101 Sign of spring

120 Ward ol "Sisters

47 Iridescent stones
48 Hazardous gas
49 Sportscaster
Musbcrger
52 Pain in the neck
56 Egg plants'
57 Owl's cry

102 Stance sound

60 Rxorbitant

121 "Itsheen I"

22 Sopnno Fleming

61 Any time now

62 Hook on a hawk
63 Exchange

DOWN

66 Forgo snacks'
71 "Say It-So" ('83 hit)

1
2
3
4

72 Pool shot

74 Spellbound
75 Birth-related
77 Japanese dog
78 Your neighbor's kids
80 Extinct lemon'.'
81 Paris'L'-de
Tnomphc
84 Guitarist Paul
85 Antitoxin
87 Regular
88 Mauna 89 Chemical ending
'XI li//y

From Rt. 340. turn west on Pott Republic Rd^Gcf .6 mi. and lBb nqht
Go 23 mi. and turn on Goods Mil Rd. Go 0.5 mtwdfcm wjnt on topgleyl*).^

1

HH

36 Bathe in butter

CORNFIELD
ACKf
WELCOME f
FWWrr.WTWWYJUNWY

^m

1H

H

91 Make the beds'.'

94 State of confusion
95 Trickster
96 Host a roast
97 Mournful poem
99 Dieter's dish
100 Corday's prey
103 Prepare to wrestle?
105 Parelsky orTeasdale
106 "Well. I'll be!"

Wedding wear
"Pequod" captain
"Cheerio'"
Mythical monster

5 "Go. team'"
ft In any way
7 Football^ Lavclli

8 Designer Gucci
9 "Absolutely!"
lOTach meas
11 Bnngio light
12 Patron
13 ■ aerobics

14 Share the mike
15 In progress
16 Cure
17 Converse competitor
21 Tot'u source
24" (JirK"('7M smash)
30 Feast
31 Enjoyed 30 Down
32 Vanquish
33 Terrier's lormenter
34 Rock's - Supply
35 1-ev.is stats
37 Out of range

59 Colorado resort

60 Detect
61"Gil.Garf.eld!"
63 Prepare perch
64 Rouse
65 Originate
67 Bloomsbury buggy
68 Curry country
69 Facilitated
TOOoanudo
weapons
73 Rub
76 Gibson of tennis
78 Soft cheese
79 Furrow
80 Gen Rob!
81 Templetonor
Baldwin
82 Learning method
83 Instance
86 Pepsin and lipase

99 Condition

100 Mrs. Simpson

103 Confined

104 Geometry term
105 Fawn's father
106 Singer Campbell
107 Otherwise

108 Tivoli's Villa d'111 Singing syllable
112 Loser's locale
H3"Bei-Bist
Du Schuen"
("37 song)
114 Citrus cooler

todai *s
answers
online at

87 Muck

91 Costa del 92 Green org.

SUN'OSE IT'S THE DAY YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR.

SUNCHASE LEASING KICKOFF
IS FINALLY HERE!
Doors open at 9 a.m. Friday, October 14th
THERE WILL BE PIZZA, MOVIES, GAMES, AND FUN!!
DON'T MISS OUT!

4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury Apartments
State-of-the-Art Clubhouse with Gaming Area
Fitness and Business Centers
Beautiful Pool

(Si
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

5404424800

www.suncfiase.net

OPINION

Molly Little. Editor
breezeopinion@hotmailx,om
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Benocrats crave celebrity in Va

CONQLKRKR OF NATIONS

"The Super Bowl
Shuffle" comes back
■v Bom MCMAHON
STAIT WWiT*

i.«e»\
Fame is a curious thing — it's hard to believe that someone's stint in the limelight can be extended because the B in
his name easily replaces the J in another; and to think that
this came in handy twice.
The aforementioned actor is of course Ben Affleck, who
was once famous for hit films like "Good Will Hunting," but
has since found his last five movies have not worked out
very well for him ("Gigli" and "Surviving Christmas" barelv
Srossed $20 million combined in the United States). But, the
•emocratic Party is a very forgiving group of individuals.
Yes, the (Vtffhingion Poti haa reported tnat Virginia Democrats have tossed around the idea of a "Benator," to borrow a term from the Poll. This seems very much like .1 I [ail
Mary play from a group who has been out of power since
Clinton headed north.
Regardless of the wing you favor, it is hard to imagine

Senator Affleck. While he may be able to play the part, his
time with Jennifer Lopez should prove that he is easily influenced. During his time on the Lo, his head was a shining
beacon of moisturizer and gel, he was generally blinded by
the behind and became a source of jewelry for the massproclaimed diva. While he would not be the first senator to
be swayed, it is obvious that he can be led to extremes; as
suddenly you see him pawing at Hillary Clinton's behind
on a yacht for her campaign video with a borrowed beat.
While Affleck has not confirmed accepting the notion
of running for office, the idea of celebrities in politics will
only continue to grow. Ronald Reagan, that nutty cowboy,
became a prime example that must have made other celebrities drool. Who knows what Affleck will do. But, sadly,
this rumor will not be going away, and if it becomes a reality, it won't be long before a Lil' John crunk Congress.

People love the 1980s, plain and simple. A romantic nostalgia for
the 1980s permeates our culture, yet the (acts of the decade paint a
much bleaker portrait than the rosy image we recall. In the 1980*s,
Reagan sold arms for hostages, politicians were categoncally ignoring the AIDS issue and Emilo Estevez was allowed to star in countless
films (including, but not limited to, "St. Elmo's Fire," The Breakfast
Qub," "Maximum Overdrive," and "Young Guns"). Yet, amidst the
sham and drudgery of the decade, a shining beacon emerged from
the squalor to gleam in the sun, warming the hearts of Americans
everywhere and renewing the hope and strength of a nation. One
single event changed America, all thanks to a little studio magic and
a whole lot of shufflin'.
In 1985, on their way to a 15-1 regular season and a 46-10 dismantling of the New England Patnots in Super Bowl XX (that's 20
for the non-Romans among us), the Chicago Bears chose to undertake the awesome task of both alleviating urban hunger and creating
the most significant piece of recorded sound since Neil Armstrong's
1969 moon-landing speech. After their only loss of the year, the
Bears went into the studio to record 'The Super Bowl Shuffle," a
five-minute, fifty-six second magnum opus of danceable rap music,
performed by the "Chicago Bears Shufflin' Crew," a collection of
starters and reserves from the championship team. While some may
have seen this move as brash, given that the Bears had yet to win
the Super Bowl at recording time, the unstoppable force of both the
music and Buddy Ryan's vaunted "46" defense paved the way for
the team to win the big game and for the single to be released.
Upon release of the single in both audio and video format, "The
Super Bowl Shuffle" took the world by storm, rousing the souls of
millions with its powerful lyncs and dynamic images. Words such as
'They call me Sweetness, and I like to dance/Runnin' the ball is like
makin' romance," and "There's not one here that does it like me/my
Super Bowl Shuffle will set you free," rapped by Walter "Sweetness"
Payton and "Speedy" Willie Cault respectively, gave listeners a sam
pie of greatness in action. The music video featured the Chicago Bears
Shufflin' Crew outfitted in their uniforms (sans pads and helmets)
lip synching to their big hit while standing on nsers, which appear
to have been borrowed from Picture Day at Kander Falls Elementary
School. The video was simply a anemauc tour de force, as it is still
used today as required material in most film studies programs.
The song and video changed the way people thought about athletes: No longer did Bears fans only wonder how many touchdowns
Gault or Payton scored in a given week, but also Gaulf s thoughts on
how to emancipate the proletariat from the shackles of the bourgeoisie
or what Walter Payton thought about when he ran the ball. When all
the shufflin' was done, the "Super Bowl Shuffle" amassed $1.9 million
in record and video sales, peaked at No. 41 on the charts, and was certified gold on Feb. 11,1986. In addition, the Recording Academy sawfit to nominate 'The Super Bowl Shuffle" for a Grammy award in the
category of Best R&B Vocal Performance by a Duo or Croup. Tragically, the hit that brought foy to millions narrowly lost to the Pnnce
and the Revolution hit "Kiss" in the final voting.
This ventable stampede of public interest in "The Super Bowl
Shuffle" could only have happened in the 1980s, an era where style
subjugated substance, Reagan was at best asleep at the wheel, and
defense won championships. Almost 20 years later, "The Super
Bowl Shuffle" stands as a monolithic reminder of a bygone era when
anything was possible, a day when people believed in something
bigger ihan themselves. In many ways, 'The Super Bowl Shuffle"
did set us free: free from the toil of everyday life so that we could
catch iust a flash of greatness, to inspire us to reach higher than we
ever tnought possible.
Bobby McMahon ts a senior political science major and wonders if
Bears quarterback Jim McMahon and he are related
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Handicapped parking for handicapped

ZPOK
E-mail dart, and pats u> fvrezrdp<*tuxmail<a*n.
Dam A Pats an- siJvnitied «»»i>w»w/v anilpruueti im a \patv <naihhie ha\l\
SuhmiMUHu art hosed upon one person* opwum of a vnen sttuatum. person or
esenl and tin nut nete\uuit\ refleit the imh.

An 1 hope your wli1-wM-tt-flHlrlfnn ■§ our-ooofctei dari
to the girls at D-hatl who made fun of us (or taking a dozen of the
chocolate-Reese s cooMofr
From two sophomores and ttteir roommates wlio don't toant to imagine life Without those COOkkt and don t an wliat uou say.
An "I-ddniire-voiir-guls" ptf ferj the guy who decided to make
the blue tarp outside Godwin Lite I rkU) night into a slip'n' slide
while campus secunty watched.
• From a sophomore girl who MM to afraid to try it.
An Tm-not-addieted-to-iaffeine" dart to the Top Dog Cafe,
where water costs more to a punch than a soda.
From a dehydrated sopliomore who just wanted a cup of water with
her meal and tm denied
A "which-wa\-to-the-/ou?" pat to the rather large male who
dressed up in a gonlla suit and romped through the Village like a
professional primate.
From a ivry amused sophomore girl urfwi really needed a pick-me-up
after a three-midterm day

Over the weekend the JMU community
was fortunate to have thousands of families
on our campus for Family Weekend celebrations. However, during this time, several
students and their families appalled me with
their disrespect for people with disabilities
in need of handicapped parking spaces, spe.itually on the Skyline side of campus.
As the child of a parent with a physical disability, the number of people using
handicapped parking spaces as loading/
unloading areas or as places to hang out
with friends outraged me. In case you may
not be aware, you need to know that parking your car there is both lazy and grossly
offensive to those who legitimated need a
handicapped parking space.
To further my frustration, I was told to
"f"" off' when I asked someone to please
move his truck, after noticing he did not have
handicapped tag designation Please have
some courtesy for others, especially being
there without a legal handicapped parking
sinker or license plate. You need to move your
car and acknowledge the mistake, which, by
the way, happens to be illegal and can get you
fined up to $500 in the Mated Virginia.
We are all here together. Doth to help and
learn from each other. Let's make that proCCM I little easier by thinking of those with
disabilities and their families who might
need something you could do without.
Katie McPadden, senior
SMAD major
Civil War sites are close to home too

A "mind-the-little-people" d,irt to the IK wheeler who failed
to notice RMFODMingC antrell and continued to plow through the
crosswalk.
From a pedestrian who lost faith in the little wliite crosswalk man
A "thanks-for-quenching-our-Sunday-morning-thirst" pat
to the three resourceful tuvi who snuck into our suite and duct
taped 500 Dixie cups full of water to our floor
From six ladie*- who tpettt tin- Jau notmming through tlie pond you
created just fa uj
An "l-didn't-know-.avemen-were-attending-JMU" dart to the
two guys in the library late at night who tell ihe need to loudlv
verbalize every comma, space and period they typed into the
computer.
From a senior girl who would rather keep tlie school's gender ratio 7030 if it means keeping out girja th.it \ ouldn't mm spell SAT
A "noiv-crossing-Main-Strvrt-isn't-scv-bad'' pat to the random
guv M ho not only |oined me in the danng cross but compared it

tonoggn
From a senior f/irl who bird the game and now is reminded of it every
hme she crosses the road

I was a little disappointed by the Oct. 6
article, "The View From Above," in the Family Weekend Supplement. It suggested or
students to check out Civil War sites, and
listed New Market Battlefield as the premier
site to visit. While New Market is a wonderful place, why doesn't The Breeze ever discuss
the other battlefields in this area?
We all know the Turner Ashby Monument
iust past the apartments, but few have stopped
there to gain a true understanding of the battle
— part of the federal army entered the attack
through our very campus, under battery fire.
I .\ er\ i >ne knows Port Republic Road, but how
many know Port Republic Battlefield?OrCross
Keys, where the armies clashed the day following the engagement at Harrisonburg? Union
Church, Widow Pence Farm, The Coaling ...
these are just some of the neat spots that are 10
to 20 minutes down the road from JMU.
While most of the excitement that builds
up from these locations comes when we are
long gone for the summer, they still are great,
peaceful places to visit. Cross Keys and Port

Republic are even getting much-needed attention from histonc preservationists all over
the East Coast. As if all of these great sites in
our backyard weren't enough, you can also
check out the nearby engagements that occurred in Bridgewater, Brock's Gap, Mount
Crawford, Lacey Spring and Piedmont.
You can't throw a stone in this area without it hitting battlefields, and it's a shame
that so many go unnoticed.
Julie Herczeg, junior
history major
Plasma not an easy way to make money
Chris Zeigler's article on plasma "donation" caused me as much agitation as did the
editor who green-lighted it. The article falls
short of providing anything but a free advertisement for BioLife and does not accurately
reflect the plasma industry.
Firstly, when you sell plasma, you are
not donating it. Once the plasma is harvested from your body it will be sold again, and
possibly again. As published in the most recent financial report, Baxter Healthcare made
over a billion dollars in plasma products last
vear thanks to "improved pricing of this
product" and also credits the nse in profits
due to exportation. According to the director
of the Finnish Red Cross Blood Transfusion
Service, America exports a vast quantity of
plasma to Europe because European health
authorities have higher standards for potential sellers. Simply put, American plasma is
cheaper, due to fewer regulations. The most
concerning of which is the volume of plasma
you are allowed to sell in a week.
Although $50 may entice students into
selling twice a week, it may not be in their
best interest. The twice a week maximum is
not for your own good, but is the limit they
are legally allowed to harvest your body.
The Health Sciences Authority (a state organization) recommends that plasma donation should occur only once every 28 days,
so it greatly concerns me that there is such
a discrepancy. The HSA states that although
uncommon, frequent plasma donations can
result in dehydration and iron deficiency.
Yet plasma is still necessary to treat conditions such as hemophilia, so I don't want
to discourage anyone from selling plasma,
only to be better informed when they do. Remember that most plasma goes to those who
can afford the "improved pricing," not to
charity. As the assistant manager of BioLife
was quoted as saying, plasma donation is "a
simple thing, but it's a beautiful thing."
Yeah, so is the billion-dollar profit margin.
Spencer Narron
alumnus'04

Donating blood makes a difference
It is time to gear up for the fourth annual Colonial Athletic Association "Have a
Heart" Blood Challenge. This conferencewide blood drive has become a much anticipated annual competition between the CAA
schools, and has been a great way to increase
awareness of the importance of donating
blood. Participation has increased each year,
and last year the participating schools collected an astounding Z114 units of blood for
the benefit of communities throughout the
conference region.
The University of Delaware has won the
challenge three years in a row, tallying the
most participants and the most productive
units of blood. On the other hand, JMU has
consistently come in last each year. Our goal
is to get at least 100 donors this year. We need
the participation of the entire university community — students, faculty, staff and alumni
— to help us break out of last place!
More important than the college rivalry,
however, is that by donating blood, you are
making a difference. According to the American Red Cross, someone in the United States
is in need of blood every two seconds, and
iust one pint can save as many as three lives.
I encourage each eligible member of the campus community to take part today in this important public service Lef s show our "All
Together One" spint, and give the gift of life
Lin wood Rose
JMU President
Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions
published in The Breeze are welcome and
encouraged. Letters should be no longer
than 250 words, must include a phone
number for verification and can be emailed to breezeopinion@hotmail.com or
mailed to MSC 6805 Gl, Anthony-Seeger
Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze
reserves the right to edit all submissions
for length or grammatical style.
Ihe home editorial reflects the opinion of
the editorial board at a whole, and H not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
member of The Breeze
Editorial Board:
Nathan ChianteOa. editor in chief
Kristen Creen, managing editor
Molly tittle, opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not
nessecanly reflect the opinion of the
newspaper, this staff, or fames Madison
University
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Harrisonburg driving hazardous to health
BY BRIAN GOODMAN

Harnsonburg, (or all its poultry-processed
glory, is one of Ihe most idiotic displays of "urban
planning" this side o( the Beltway. I often wonder
as I drive — and by drive, 1 mean sit in traffic —
around Harrisonburg if measure was actually taken
to dumb up the roads.
Take, for example, the genius of Court Square.
I don't know who looked at a map, saw the inlcrsectum of two mafor shipping routes, and decided
to build a courthouse in trie geographic center of the
intersection. My first thought would have been to
build a stoplight.
Instead we have managed to turn one of the basic traffic situations, the four-way intersection, into an
intangible mass of one-way streets and sharp turns.
Rumor has it that the blatant display of stupidity that
is Seven Corners was inspired by this very absurdity
Thus is counter-intuitive, for drawing upon tne
sights and experiences I have had in my two long
years m this state, Virginians do not need the help of
the niad to drive like imbeciles — that comes naturally. Instead of finding ways to complicate the roads
I would have thought they would have made them
all straight lines and covered them in bubble wrap.
Now, before you dismount the guns off the back
of your truck, 1 am not claiming we New Yorkers are
renowned for our impeccable driving habits. In fact
I will proudly admit to the contrary'.
A recent survey conducted bv the GMAC InsurMKC < ompany, which graded driving habits in the
contingent 48 states, ranked New York as fourth
— but from the bottom, tied at 44th place with Mary-

CACI
EVER VIGILANT'

land and Washington, D.C. On the plus side, the
study also proved what many of us have been saying all along: New Jersey, clocking in 47th place, is
even worse.
The difference between New Yorkers and Virginians, who pulled an impressive 15th place finish, is
that for all our diversity, we New Yorkers drive homogemwsly; in effect, like New Yorkers. While that
means we do drive like ferks, we all drive like jerks
and are then'fon- able to anticipate and compensate
for each other, to provide a fairly safe, if high stress,
dnving envmmment
But one cannot compensate for stupidity. The only
accurate predictum that can be made in Virginia is that
the other dnvers probablv don't know what they're
doing, a prediction consistently reaffirmed every time
1 drive through Wal-Mart and see people come to complete steps at every pedestnan crosswalk.
This is most frequently demonstrated in the phenomenon I have dubbed 'The Virginia Turn." To the
best of my know ledge, even state has the driving rule
that one mast turn from the left-most lane to the leftmost lane, or the right-most lane to the right-most
Unless, of course, the car has Virginia plates. In
that unfortunate case, they will instead make the
widest turn they possibly can, sweeping through
intersections like Roseanne would sweep thmugh
I.)-hall. I have actually seen two oncoming cars, one
making a right and one making a left onto the same
road, trade places in the middle of the intersection,
resulting in the left-turning car in the right lane and
the right-turning car in the left lane. As any insurance man will tell you, this is exactly how easily preventable accidents happen — stupidity.
This tiagic combination of bad nuds and bad dnv -

H4W50VteW^
ers leaves even me, a jaded post-modem New Yorker,
quaking with fear at the prospect of taking the beautiful four-wheeled sanctuary mat is my car onto these
roads between eight in the morning to midnight.
Save me the nasty letters — as enjoyable as they
an? — and instead write to your congressperson, requesting that large bumpers, patterned after those

TWRIC

?ATUT«4

J

used in children's parties at bowling alleys, be installed along every road within the Harrisonburg
city limits. Unless we begin to improve our dnving,
that is the most pn>gressive step we can take.
Brian Goodman is a junior communications major.

Invitational Event
Saturday, October 22. 2005
11 a.m. - k p.m.

Supporting CACI International. Inc. efforts in the Northern Virginia area
CACI International Inc. a 1.6 Million dollar company, provides the IT, network, and analysis
solutions needed to prevail in todays new era of defense, intelligence, and e-government Our
solution* lead the transformation of defense and intelligence, assure homeland security,
enhance decision-making, and help government to work smarter, faster, and more responsively. CACI provides dynamic careers for approximately 10,000 employees working in over
LOO offices in the U.S. and Europe.
CACI has multiple job openings in the Northern Virginia area and we are looking for top
talent to fill these opportunities and support our government agencies. We will sponsor
candidates for security clearances. Please send your resume to kascarrunz@caci.com prior to
October 17,2005 if you are interested in one of the positions below. If selected, we will contact
you with more information on the October 22,2005 event. Thank you for interest in CACI.
We axe hiring for the following positions:
Accountant
Financial Analyst
Intelligence Analyst
Business Systems Analyst
Software Developer
CACI is committed to ■ diverts environment. W. tie an oqual opportunity employer. M/F/D/Y

»

. Ashby.

Crossing
Reason #
2,214,687,001

to live at Ashby!

You can bring this little guy!
Rent includes:
-Free Cable
-Free Phone
-Free Ethernet

/191 Devon Lane

Harrisonburg, VA

432-/00/

A&E

Cailc While. Editor
Hali Chid. Assislanl Editor
brfezearls@holminl.cnm

arts & entertainment
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Welcome
home,
Adelyn
Hi I KM Si NCI ETON
CONTRIBUTING WtUTEK

Three JMU-grown rock bands
— Adelyn, Welbilt and Pepper's
Ghost — will be coming together
tonight at The Pub to take part in
Adelyn's second-annual homecoming show.
"We really want to include
all of our fans and potential tans
from our hometown to be a part
of our performance/' Adelyn guitarist |unior J.K. Royston said.
Adelyn is back from it-, summer tour and in full throttle
from their recent appearances
at prestigious festivals including CMJ, N KMO and the Dewey
Beach Music Festival. Adelyn
said they are ready and psyched
to plav for their hometown fans
in Harnsonburg.
Adelyn gives a modem twist
tit rock and roll and are comparable to bands such as Hoobastankand Matchbox Iwenty. Most
of their lyrics are based from life
experiences and "understanding the bigger picture," said lead
singer Rvan Parnsh ('05).
"Our music is not intended to
make you realise the difference
between right and wrong but
give the listener room to grasp
their own vibe of the message
being presented," Parrish said.
Adelvn will go on stage at 11:30
p.m., after opening bands Pepper's Ghost and Welbilt perform.
Pepper's Ghost, a band that
originated in Philadelphia, is a
rock band whose music is influenced by '60s and '70s rock. The
band has played several times in
Harnsonburg, as well as in the
Lynchburg area, opening for bigname bands such as Collective
set ADELYN. page 10

KEN IEW
DVD for
chicks only
*\ 1 ISA RoNFY
CONTJUBiniv. Mtnii
The DVD for "TheSisterhi>od
ot the I raveling Pants" is so annoyingh cuts that it's almost
nauseating, but wow, did I love
it! It's the ultimate chick flick,
and everything included on this
disc screams it.
Eight additional scenes are
featured, all of which are under
20 seconds in length and not at
all vital to the film's plot advancement.
"Fun on the Set" is an adorable look at the cast. All four
girls are interviewed (Amber
Tamblyn, TV's "Joan of Arcadia,"
Alexis Bledel, TV's "Gilmore
Girls," America Ferrera, "Lords
of Dogtown," and newiomer
Blake Lively), and of course, all
tell how they really did become
friends when the cameras weren't
rolling. Usually a statement like
this would make me roll my eyes,
but four girls couldn't have such
good chemistry on camera without having good chemistry off
camera. Bloopers are scattered
throughout the feature to spice
up an otherwise stereotypical
making-of featurette.
The "Suckumentary" is the
finished product of the documentary that Tibby (played
by Tamblyn) was working on
throughout the film. It's a perfect
reflection of Tamblyn's character,
and some of the shots used in the
documentary look like they were
the ones that Tamblyn actually
filmed with her video camera
dunng the film, which made it
much more realistic than if they
had been done by the crew.
Sisters, Secrets and the Traveling Pants" is a refreshing take
on the vital DVD audio commentary It actually shows the stars in
a beautiful setting watching the
movie. The best part is that the
entire movie isn't shown; certain
scenes are showcased and you
actually get to see the actresses'
reactions and discussions.
The film itself is a wonderful, accurate depiction of teenage
girls and their summer of discoveries, possums and heartbreaks.
All four girls are beautiful, amazing actresses who are able to
make us laugh one minute and
cry the next.
I ike I said, it's the exact definition of "chick flick," but still,
it's a darn good movie.

OlitSi senior photographer

Sophomore Lauren Meyer, and freshmen Shelley Newhous and Julie Schroll play Laurie, Blanche and Nora In "Brighton Beach Memoirs.- The lat
eat play in Theatre II will run through Saturday, Oct. 15.

'Brighton Beach' makes impact long after curtain fall
■v

MONICA BOOKER
CONTXIBUTISG WRITER

IMU's school of theatre and dance has taken on
the daunting task of putting on a show where nothing much actually happens. The school's most recent
production, "Brighton Beach Memoirs," follows Neil
Simon's original script from 1982.
Simon published this autobiographical play, which
lells the story of a Jewish family in Brooklyn during the
Great Depression. The family deals with such issues as
teenagers struggling for independence, a father losing
his job, a son discovering the joys of puberty and the
overall bond a family shares when learning life's lessons. Uh, so what?
This is the same pulp fiction that has been regurgitated time and time again since the beginning of modem realism in the late-19th century. Trie funny thing
about reality is that not every ending is resolved. Neil
Simon takes the theater back a few steps in time bv perpetuating stereotypes and treating a script that is solely
superficial, albeit, with a few good one-liners.
Now I suppose it is plausible that Neil Simon wrote
the play to heighten Jewish stereotypes to show how
they hurt basic social advancement. However, the
playwright highlights the stereotype and does not
delve much further into the characters' personae. This
proposes a daunting task for the director, who has to
choose to direct the play showing how canon stereo
Sping has severely damaged our society or to ignore
e scripted stereotypes altogether.
For example, one of Simon's main characters is a
worrisome lewish mother, played by junior Stephanie Ganacopolis. Overall, Ganacopolis is a good actor
stuck with a two-dimensional role. She was physically
the most interesting to watch on stage. She plaved the
archetypal lewish mother well Man! toy. But again I
go back to questioning why we are seeing stereotypes
in the 21st century without negating their validity?

I commend this show for making me leave the
audience while questioning its purpose. 1 still have a
series of questions left unanswered about the show's
intended meaning. Not all shows have a post-production effect on its audience.
Perhaps it was a conscious choice for the director,
junior Neal Kowalsky to perpetuate these stereotypes
and let their presence go unmentioned without anv
inter-directonal commentary embedded in the show.
That way, he would be saying these are common antiSemitic associations and should be abolished. If Kowalsky intended that, that's fantastic because I left the
show wondering if all Jewish mothers nag their children. I also wonder if all Jewish people live in Brooklyn and "tawlk" with ambiguous New York accents. (It
was either a Brooklyn or a i ong Island dialect. The cast
oscillated between a few of them.)
If s true that we still let these stereotypes exist in drama, dating from the big-nosed portrayal of Shylock in
Shakespeare's 'The Merchant of Venice," written more
than 400 years ago. the play is set m New York, but why
the SNL cawfee tawlk? Overall, I'm led to believe that
these stereotypes were not highlighted in the show but
in fact, ignored. Junior Matt Kagen ad-libbed "oy vey"
on several occasions to get a comic chuckle. It was as if
the adult characters in the show had to "put on the Jewvoice."
Compared to the TV shows we grew up on, "Brighton
Beach Memoirs" has those "Full House" moments where
the family sits on the couch and talks about what not to
do, and they alt leam the moral lesson at the end. Cue
theme song and that's a wrap. Honestl v, if this was an episode of "Full House," I don't know what the moral lesson
is. I thought it would be not stereotyping Jews. Maybe I'm
wrong. "Co ahead, tawlk amongst verselves."
"Brighton Beach Memoirs" will be showing in Theatre II through Saturday, Oct. 15. The show starts at 8
p.m. nightly with an extra midnight show Saturday.
Tickets will be on sale two hours before curtain for $3.

I .At'RA HI (iHKS senior photographer

Junior Vlnce Vangardl plays Eugene In
-Brighton Beach Memoirs," a play by Nell
Simon.being performed In Theatre II every
night this week beginning at 8 p.m. The)
story centers around a Jewish family living
In Brooklyn during the Great Depression.

TUI'A IKW

Repertory concert will mix solos, duets, trios
BY KIM GOWER
CUNTRMUriVG WRITER

The |MU dance department is bringing in the dance program at Ohio University to share in a concert tomorrow and
Saturday night The "DanceShare" concert will feature works by students, t.t.ulty and guest artists from birth schools.
Shane 0*Hara, associate professor of
dance, is directing this concert and other
faculty members are also helping to pro-

duce this event.
"|DanceShare| is the concept of bringing in another dance program of another
region to share in a dance concert in an
atmosphere that is not competitive,"
0*Hara said. "This is not the first tame
JMU has produced a concert with another
university. It is something we do every
other year, sometimes other universities
have reciprocated, for example, the Virginia Repertory Company has performed
atShenandoah University before."

While the students from Ohio are
here, they will also participate in dance
classes, and faculty from Cmio will teach
master classes
This concert is not composed of just
student performances. Roxann Morgan,
a part-time member of the JMU dance
faculty, will be performing a solo and
Ohio is also having faculty perform.
'This is another chance to see faculty
perform other than the New Dance Festival," 0*Hara said. The concert will be

a mix of solos, duets, tnos and a larger
group piece.
JMU's pre professional student dance
company, the Virginia Repertory Company, will be performing a group piece
choreographed by guest artist, Ciwen
Ritchie. She is the director of LabCo, a
dance company in Pittsburgh.
Junior dance major, Meghan Amoroso is performing in Ritchie's piece.
see DANCE, page 5

Rainy day fashion calls for comfortable shoes, functional umbrellas
BY JEN NnssER
< •\!HI*un\G WHITER

t-VIN SHOAP senior photographer

If It's raining cats and dogs, be sure to wear
your galoshes I

Soon after the first month of my freshman year, 1 realized rain is a common weather condition in Harnsonburg.
As a senior, I feel obligated to pass on my advice about
rainy weather fashion. After all, just because it's raining
DUtsidt that doesn't mean your fashion sense has to go
out the window.
As college students, we cannot get away with particular fashions when it rains simply because we rely on
walking as our primary mode of transportation. Even
if you are a commuter, there is still a significant deal of
walking to your destination — unless you have a fantastic
parking spot.
The key phrase to stick by in rainy weather: Keep it
casual. With the exception of an interview or a presentation, business-casual attire is completely wasted in this
weather. That means no high heels. Heels are simply not
fitting for walking through puddles. Rainy days are the
time to pull out your comfy sneakers or your crocs.
Rain will ruin your leather or suede. Unless you're
looking to retire a garment, don't wear either. A wool
sweater is OK, as long as you wear a |acket over it when
you are outside; wool does not have a nice scent when it
gets damp.
Also, don't get caught in "the double jacket disaster."
When a person's overcoat does not have a hood, their solu-

tion to the problem is to wear something with a hood under
the overcoat and use that hood as shelter I would suggest
wearing a thicker-hooded sweatshirt or jacket instead.
The jury is still out concerning rain boots. While they
serve their purpose, there are a few rules to Stick In hrst.
rain boots should only be worn with jeans. Second, if your
rain boots are the same color as your shirt, pants and umbrella, you may have too much of a good thing, which
actually equals bad. But if you can wear the ram boots
— keeping these rules in mind — and pull them off, I say
go for it.
I would recommend weanng a pair of jeans or warmup pants on rainy days. Mini-skirts are not a good choice
— enough said. Make sure that the pants don't drag because you do not want to sit through .lass with your jeans
soaked. It's uncomfortable!
I suggest pairing the pants wiih | fitted top dnd a
hoodie. If you have a Gore-lex jacket that repels water,
that works even better. Save your oh-so-cute Outfit lor
another day. After all, if he doesn't notice you in your
hoodie} should you really be wasting your mini-skjrts on
him? Clashing colors is never okay, and bad weather is
not an exception
Before you leave for a rainy day, don't forget the best
accessory of all: an umbrella. Don't have ont? del one
The Museum of Modem Art sells neat, artsv one*, at momaslorr.org. I've checked the forecast for the week, and it
doesn't seem to be getting any better!
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JMU to host Drexel Friday night in CAA action
Dukes riding high;
won three out of
last four games
■Y JAMES IRWIN
SENIOR WRtTER

RI.K PHOTO
JMU • Kurt Moralnk via* for tha ball In Madison's
saaaon-opaning non-confaranca loaa to Bucknall
Sept. 2 at JMU Soccor Complex.

.JMU third
in own
tourney

I ight weeks ago, all JMU men's
soccer coach Tom Martin wanted was
a six-game split. If the Dukes could go
3-3. Martin thought his team had the
potential to be a notsemaker.
JMU went 3-2-1. Both losses were by
ore- goal, the latter of which came at me
hands of the No 2 team in the country,
the University of New Mexico Lobes.
"We had a tough non-conference
schedule and we came out in good

shape," Martin said. "You just hope
in the end that it pays dividends."
By that Martin could be alluding to
an NCAA tournament bid, which the
Dukes were denied last season despite
spending most of the year natkinally
ranked. But the dividends Martin speaks
of probably have to do with building on
success more than anything.
Since losing to New Mexico, JMU
has reeled off three wins in (our games.
The Dukes sit at 6-3-1 and they've
proven Martin's prediction correct
"What we got out of those games
was good competition." Martin said.
"We found out we had the potential
to have a deep squad."
That depth has been tested. Allconference midfielder Mark Totten,
who led the Dukes with eight assists
in 2004, has been fighting injuries for

most of the season. Junior midfielder
Kurt Morsink, another all-conference
selection from a vear ago, has been
bottled by opposing defenses.
I"he Dukes, the Men's
highest-scoring Soccer
team in the Colonial
Athletic Friday
Assoaabon in Drexel at JMU
2004, are in the 7 p.m.
middle of the JMU Soccer
ethis year, Complex
ig scored
only 14 goals in their first 10 games.
"Right now, we're not as expkv
sive as we'd want to be," Martin said.
"We want to get some of our explosive players back. In the meantime,
someone's had to step up."
Someone has. Halfway thnxigh

Game to be
broadcast locally
onWAZT
■v

MATTHEW STOSS
SfORTStDfTOK

Men's
Golf

Jay Lindells 66-69-66 — 201
(-12), Joe Scheffres 75-69-69
— 213 (E), Tim Driver 72-67-75
— 214 (+1), Michael Chupka 7271-71 —214(*1), Fielding Brewbaker 71-72-73 - 216 (+3), John
Hassan 74-76-67 — 217 (+4).
— from staff reports

see TUD. page 10

Dukes travel to UMass

Barnes takes
Lindells finishes fieldafter threesecond overall in yearwait
individual play
■v
The JMU men's golf team returned to Harrisonburg looking
to rectify an Uth-place finish in
the Joe Agee Invitational Oct. 5
in Williamsburg — and did.
The Dukes finished three
strokes
behind
tournament
champion George Mason University with
team score
of 839, which
equated to a
13-under on
the
par-71 Tuesday
course to tie 1 GMU (-16)
Drexel Uni- 2 Liberty (-15)
versity
for 3 JMU (-13)
third place in 3 Orexe* (-13)
the JMU Invitational Tuesday at Lakeview
Golf Course.
Individually,
senior
Jay
Lindells led the Dukes, shooting final three-round 201 to go
13-under and finish second behind Mason's Mike Kirby, who
fnished 16-under.
Kirby had two eagles, six
birdies, 10 pars and fired a final
round 61, which broke the old
course record of 63.
Lindells's best rounds were
his first and last, shooting 66s
both times. His final total of
214 is a JMU team record for 54
holes, which broke Jay Woodson's old mark of 203, set during the 20O2-'03 season.
After Lindells, senior Joe
Scheffres turn in the next-best
card at even par with a 201 total, including two rounds of 3under 69s. Scheffres finished in
a three-way tie for 25th place.
The Dukes return to the
links Oct. 17 when they travel to
Lynchburg for the Frank Lawdrey Invitational, which tees off
at 8 a.m.

the 2005 season. JMU's leading goal
scorer isn't Morsink or Kitten ItMike Tuddenham.
Who?
Tuddenham, a junior dtlfcndtl
has three goals and -in assist, .in a»
complishment he credits to bdns n
the right ptice at the nght time
'1 would say I'm just about as surprised as anyone eke,'' Tuddenham said.
But Martin thinks there's more to it
llesakd luddenham has used hisaggnssivene* to put himself m gi»id ex M tx * i
"You get those defenders that put
themselves in the right place," Martin
said, ''kid's always had a gtxid shot,
and we want to give him the freedom
to get forward when he can. It's beer
a pleasant surpnse."

MEAGAN MIHALKO

ASSISTANT SfORTS EDITOR

Meet Justin Barnes. He
likes to hit people.
"Ifs a great feeling to hit
someone you don't know," JMU's
sophomore linebacker said.
Don't worn/. Ifs legal. He's a
linebacker and of Late, coach Mickey Matthews has been pleased
with the play of Barnes and the
rest of his linebackers after a sluggish start replacing the graduated
Trey Townsend and Kwynn Walton to begin the season.
'The linebackers are playing much better than they
were," Matthews said Monday
at his weekly press conference.
Barnes, a 6-foot-2, 215pounder from Columbia, Md., is
currently second for the fourthranked Dukes (4-1 overall 2-0 in
the Atlantic 10) in total tackles
with 39, three behind last year's
season leader sophomore free
safety Tony LeZotte who has 42.
Eighteen of Barnes's 39 tackles
have been of the solo variety.
Bames had a brief stint of
offense in high school, but decided it wasn't for him.
'1 wanted to be a linebacker;
I love defense" Bames said after
practice Tuesday. "When I went to
prep school, they actually asked me
which side I wanted to play and 1
told them defense The only reason
I played tailback in high school was
because the coach made me."
He wasn't bad at it either.
He rushed for 1,500 yards and
25 touchdowns, before moving
on to prep school at Bndgton
Academy in Maine at the behest
of the JMU coaching staff, who
wanted Bames to get bigger,
faster and stronger before taking
to the turf of Bridgeforth Stadium. However, it would take
Bames longer than he, or anyone ever expected to get there.
Since graduating from high
school in 2001, this season is the
first he has played a down for the
Dukes. AftCT redshirung his freshman year, Bames was ineligible to
compete in 2004 due to problems
unrelated to football and forced to
sit out vet another season

FILE PHOTO
JMU's CaslrrM Harris reels on* of hit three catches against Maine.
"They treated me just like
I was playing,'' Bames said. "If
you didn't
know
my situation, you
couldn't
tell the difference.
They made
me come to
meetings
and ever,1
practice. The coach
■■"*■•
es were treating me the same. It's
a real family atmosphere and 1
wasn't an outcast at all.
"I think it helped me a lot
though because it gave me a
chance to grow and mature and
adapt to the college life."
But the worst part was being
relegated to the role of spectator

whik' his fellow Dukes rolled to the
2004 Division 1-AA national title.
"11 was hard to watch," Barnes
said. "I practiced with the team every day and I felt as though I was
a part of the team, but I would like
to get one when I'm actually on die
field making plays."
But they say good things come
to those who wait and in 2005,
Barnes's waiting came to an end.
In his last two games Bames has 19
tackles — one more than in the first
three combined. Oct. 1 in JMU's
42-10 win over Hofstra University,
Bames had a team-high nine tackles
see BARNES, page 10

With the football season
already half over, the Dukes
(4-1 overall, 2-0 in the Atlantic
10) enter their most challenging part of the season this Saturday when thev square off
against the onlv other undefeated team in the A-10— the
University of Massachusetts
The 13th-ranked Minutemen and only have allowed
an average of 5.8 points naj
game and as the season pn>gresses, conference losses an'
what becomes important as
far as getting into the postseason, and JMU and UMass are
bouS vying for a spot.
"It's too early to make
determinations about the
playoffs," coach Mickey Matthews said at a press conference Mondav. "But when you
get to two conference losses,
it gets difficult.
"After this week \ou II
have a good idea of who the
contenders are and who the
pretenders are."
The game is one of the
most-antiapated matchups ot
the regular season Fruit hall
rliKJlUdll
and
will
feature a Saturday
defensive UMass at JMU
battle un- 12 05 pm
like
anv McGuirk Alumni
other that Stadium
either
team has experienced thus far.
The Minutemen lead UH- conference in red zone defense and
will challenge JMU's offense
ever-' damn the\ get
In addition to their defensive success in the red zone,
UMass has one of the best
secondaries in the conference
Free safety Shannon lames
is second in the A-10 with
five interceptions in as many
games, while strong safety

Brandon Smith has rwo inter
. eptions of his own.
Saturday, the UMass secondary will face a Hy, test in
JMU junior quarterback Justin Rascati Rascati currenth
leads the league in pass el
hciency and has thrown onK
one interception in five taTAC
In addition to their sun ess |p
the air, the Dukes also are lead
ing the country in third-down
i onversions and are second in
rushing offense.
'The fact that Wfl
play three running backs is
a huge advantage, especial I \
when you have a fresh tail
back In the fourth quartet
Matthews said
While
senior
tailback
Raymond Hines did not MC
playing time against the University ot Maine due to an
injury, junior tailbacks Alvin
Banks and Maunce tenner
combined for lKf> vards and
two touchdowns against the
Black Bears
Offensively, UMass will
look to tailback Steve IVnlart
who has 4SS vards tor the season and two ruafdnjj touch
dOM "s.
Freshman
quarterback
l.iam Coen has been leading the Minutemen thus far,
and although him and tenloi
quarterback Tim Da\ have
both Men playing time ( >><■■■
has been putting the numbers
up He has completed 57 of
his 88 passes and has thrown
for four touchdowns and 749
yards.
JMU will look to capitalize on their success the past
two weekends and continue
improving the weak areas of
their game.
"As the season went along
last war we got better,'' Matthews said. This year we are
really improving.
"I'm not ready to §0 to
DisneyLand nght now, bul
we really believe wc are go
ing to win."
Kickoff is scheduled for
12:05 p.m. at Warren P. McCuirk Alumni Stadium and
will be broadcast local I \ on
WAZT.

October
15-17

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENTWASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

mmMxmm
1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North)
3171 SMamSt(RT11 South)
1926 Deyerle Ave (Behind Valley Mall)
1041 W Market St (RT33 West)

(540) 433-5800
www.miraclecarwashonline.com
^^

I

Services may vary by location

LESSON #2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY!
The card n FREE
Every 6ir waah is free
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID)
See attendant or on the web at www miraclewashcard com

m

LESSON #3. SPOT FREE RINSE - LESS WORK = MORE PLA Yf

October 15, 17: 8:00 p.m.
October 16: 2:00 p.m. Matinee
Wilson Hall Auditorium
James Madison University

$8.00 adult, $6.00 JMU faculty and staff,
seniors, children, and students with JAC card
To order call 568 7000 or purchase from Box Office,
1107 Harrison Hall. Tickets available at the door
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TUD: Eight games separate
men's soccer from playoffs
WD, from page 9
Of course Martin
doesn't want that surprise
lo come at the expense of
what Tuddenham does
best. If there's one area
where the Dukes are as
strong as they were a vear
ago, it's on defense where
they've allowed five goals
all season.
"I think we're doing a
good job back there." Tuddenham said. 'Three of us
have played together the
last three or four years and
we've had good communication. We know how
•Ch other plays."
The brickfield — comprised of Tuddenham,
seniors Danny Shendan
and Sean Young and juniors Greg Uebenguth

and Kayin Jeffers — is the
most experienced unit on
Martin's team. They've
been airtight.
"The credit goes to
the four people in front
of me," junior goalkeeper
Kevin Trapp said. "We've
shut people down and the
whole defensive focus has
been pretty strong."
Trapp hasn't been too
bad himself. He's been in
open competition for his
starting job with sophomore Matt Glaeser since
preseason started and all
lie's done is post the best
Ktls-against average in
conference.
"Trapp's our No. 1
right now," Martin said.
"Matt's been good too, but
Trapp's earned it. It's like

& o'» SECOWGT

• birth control planning & morning after
•complete gynecological exams
• STD testing

Other Services
mineral make-up by colorescience •
weight loss/cellulite control •

• laser hair reduc t k m

skin disorder treatments •

"It's Your Life and
It Sure Looks Good!"
Call (540) 437-1296
1992 Medical Avenue, Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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The 2005-'06 Masterpiece Season will continue its tradition of providing great entertainment with its presentation of "Street Scene."
Based on the original play by Elmer
Rice, "Street Scene" emerges as a memorable American opera with a score written by
European composer Kurt WeiII and lyrics by
legendary poet Langston Hughes.
After fleeing Nazi-run Germany for
l/mrlnn and fans Weill immigrated to the
United States in 1935, looking to make it big
as a composer for musical theater. Known
for combining popular dance and jazz into
his operas, he appealed to both opera and
Broadway fans alike, influencing Broadway in

"It's a piece that requires a great
deal of stamina," she said. "The
piece has various movement qualities that switch constantly. This
is an exciting piece to perform as
a company — it requires a great
deal of trust."
According to Amoroso, then? are
many lifts, tails and movements in
which the dancers need to trust each
other. This piece has a very physical
and athletic style in the choreography.
Senior dance major Jess Burgess
is performing a solo titled "On the
Way." She has been working on this
piece since her sophomore year.
'It is a piece about moving forward through the unexpected experiences we all encounter in life,"
Burgess said. Her solo has seen many
changes as she has grown as a person
and an artist in these past few years.

Wjvhirtglon

trVMhlngton

Washington
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like them.
— Meagan

its earlier stages of development in the '40s.
"Street Scene" depicts the chaotic, multicultural society of the '40s as it opens up in
the streets of a lower-middle-class neighborhood in New York City. Two women are gossiping about their neighbor Anna Marraunt's
suspected affair with the milkman. Both
Marraunt and the milkman are married,
which poses a huge problem once Marraunt's
husband begins to suspect the affair.
Meanwhile, Marraunt's daughter. Rose,
tries to find her identity as she deals with
both her attraction to her neighbor, Sam
Kaplan, and her contempt for the depressing
life that surrounds her.
Weill follows both mother and daughter
in their struggle with their domestic issues,
as well as the lives of their neighbors, which

No Buy.ln

"I performed this piece in
Spnngfield, Mass. at the White
Mountain Summer Dance Festival
this summer and am extremely excited to do it here at JMU for DanceShare," she said.
Many people come to modem
dance concerts never being to one
before and don't know what to expect. OHara encourages the audience "to know that ifs a repertory
concert, each piece is different ... do
not try to connect all the pieces, they
are separate. People try to piece
them together but instead think of it
as reading a bunch of short stones,
they are all individual."
The concert will take place Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m in Godwin Hall, room 355. Tickets are $3
with JAC Card and $6 general ad-

include a father-to-be and a janitor, all looking
to lead a better li fe. Each scene is crafted closely
to Rice's original script, with added numbers
such as, "What Good Would the Moon Ber
and "Wouldn't You Like to be on Broadway?"
jitterbug dance routines also accompany the
high-energy hit "Moon-Faced, Starry-Eyed."
Combined with these popular radio ballads
and choral music, "Street Scene" is a unique
musical feature that blends European operas
and popular musicals together into a package
that will delight audiences of all ages.
Performances of "Street Scene" by the
IMU Opera Theatre will be held in Wilson
Hall on Saturday, Oct. 15, and Monday, Oct.
17, at 8 p.m. Then.' also will be a performance
on Sunday, Oct. 16, at 2 p.m. Students can get
tickets for $6 at the Harrison Hall box office.

ADELYN: Three bands to play
The Pub hosts show Thursday
Soul. They went on their first
U.S. tour this summer with
Ashlee Simpson.
Pepper's Ghost is known
for carrying a tune of its own
and, according to their Web
site, their music is "harmonyrich and literally vibrating
with manic energy." The Web
site also states that the band
is "... on the bleeding edge
between polished showmanship and beer-fueled rock
'n' roll mayhem." Pepper's
Ghost will be the first band
to perform at 9:30 p.m.
Welbilt originally started in the Northern Virginia
and Washington, D.C., area,
and has more of an '80s tra-

ditional rock beat to their
music. Their sounds are
similar to both the Verve and
Matchbox Twenty. Welbilfs
quality of lyrics is one of
their best attributes, and you
always see their fans singing
along at their performances.
Welbilt will take the stage at
10:30 p.m
Tonight's show will include a $5 cover charge for
those 21 years of age and up.
At Adelyn's request — for
this event only — The Pub
will allow 18 and up to come
for the concert at a $7 cover
charge. Doors open at 8:30
p.m. and performances will
begin at 9:30 p.m.

Yellow Cab

InOctober^Spoke - Thursday, 13th

(540)434-2515

Necessary

Late night menu available until 2am
(JS 99 «H you can eat-*1 OFF w/student l.D.)

7 days a week

ObtoMwe

Cl«vwnd 0 BaWamoc*

Lunch buffet Mon-Fri uam to 2pm

Open 11am - 2am

Ohio Slate
Notre D*m»

NY ('.■*• ft 0■.IM

CCW7WBUTTNC WfUTIJf

95 South Main St.

54O-442-9923

Ohio v r •
Notre Dawne

the 'Skins again.

f^fff ,k Every Wedd. - Open Mic Night
"C2F "" Z*T
Every Sat. - Live Jazz
c »•. i
r.
Texad Hold'em Tuejoayj

Harrltonburg, VA 22801

was a good feeling, a really good feeling. After the first hit, all the jitterbugs
went away."
The Dukes waited for three years
for that first hit and thus far, Barnes has
been worth the wait.
"The coaches really believed in me,"
he said. "They kept through those three
years of not producing, and I really thank
them for that."

NCAA
MlchUT St 0 C*»«o »»

DANCE: Pieces have athletic style

•pap smear evaluation & treatments

• acne treatments

had in practice."
In Barnes's first-ever collegiate game
against Lock Haven University Sept 3, rerecorded six tackles, four sola
'The first game I was really anxious," Barnes said. "I couldn't sleep
for two nights before. I was really nervous. I kind of forgot how it is to be in
the game because it's been three years.
It was a nerve-wracking feeling, but it

'Scene' blends European opera and popular musicals

Complete Office Gynecology

• spa products

BARNES, from page 9
to go with his first collegiate sack which
went for a 6-yard loss. Last weekend,
he recorded double-digit tackles, racking up 10 in Madison's 38-2 trouncing
of the University of Maine.
"He's a great athlete," Matthews
said. "It doesn't surprise me, because
in practice he's made a lot of plays.
You could tell how much ability he

when you're undeaded
about two quarterbacks,
vou eventually want to
settle on one."
One thing Tuddenham
and Trapp haven't settled
on is where this team is
heading. With eight games
left before the CAA tournament they maintain
the Dukes are a threat but
haven't peaked yet.
"At this stage, I'd say
we've played some good
games, but to secure an
NCAA bid, we're going
to have to make people
notice," Trapp said. 'That
mean's doing well in the
CAA tournament."
So don't expect Martin to be content with another six-game split anytime soon.

L 'Idee

AESTHETICS

BARNES: Young linebacker helps lead defense

Duff" hour Mon-Fri 6:30 to 7:30

Radio Dlapatchad
Sarvlca to all major alrporta
Whaalchalr accaaaible vahlclaa
Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

^^

JAMES MCHONE

is Giving flway $100 CflSH!

antique
jewelry
i»a a a—

Com out and aeport

Harmony and Intenrarslty Christian Fellowship
AIDS 5K Run/Walk
S3Urd^ Oct Bth 800 sm at Tne Cokgi Cant*

iinlii—|

James nWtene Jewelry we be giving away

5S0 caeh to one female and one male JMU participant
who are wearing any Jamee McHone T-shK

Jmm.
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540-438-8800
NOW RENTING for 2006-07!
Various apartments, townhouses and houses.
Group or Individual leases ... YOU choose!

www.rinerrentals.com

South
Main St.

Downtown:

540-434-4014

540-434-6980

58 E. Wolfe St. Er 2425 S. Main St., Harrisonburg

CLASSIFIED
For Rent

Help Wanted

ROOM FOR RfcNT for spring semester*
7
great Christian girli looking for ■
housemate' Main St.. lew than 5 minute*
from campusM $345 » utiliiics Call
Corey for more info (804) 920-236

RARTF.NI>IN(i>
No experience
provided. (800)
WE PAY

$250/dav
necessary
965-6520

UP TO $75

potential
Training
Ext 212

per

MAR BLOCK - I Ml' OPPORIUNMY
Learn taxes and earn money Classcshegin
10/10. AcceptmgregisUatioiuthru 10 P.
Flexible schedules and a positive addition
lo your resume* For more information go
to hrblockcom or call (540) 776-5791

THE BREEZE

survey.

STOP BEING A PATHETIC LOSER
www JcrkMoney. com
GET PAID TO THINK! Make $75 taking
online surveys. www.CashToSpcad.com

SPRING SUBLEASE NEEDED 2BR.
?BA in Madison Manor, 3rd flour with
vaulted ceilings and fans, fireplace,
obscenely
spacious
rooms,
fully
furnished. $325/month. email Lauren
at deltalmgimucdu (757) 618-3526

INFANT
CH1LDCARE
NEEDED
starting January 2006 in Hamsonnuot
home. 28-36 hours per week during
the day. Please call (540) 271-1770

TOWNHOUSE
1234
Goldfinch
3
BR 2.5 baths, W/D. available Nov. 5.
2005 No pets Call (540) 133-8910

CHILDCARE NEEDED Need someone
to care for my child in my home MWF
12-3. Must have transportation &. be
non-smoker
Experience
preferred
Contact via email. ksutcrblyt@aolcom

LARGE IBR APARTMENT, good
location with W/D. AC.
No pets.
Available I I'll $475 (540)433-1569

FoFSal^
TAX! COMPANY FOR SALE Call
Marty, 435-7433. leave a message
BUSCH
GARDEN
TWO-DAY
PASS $55
Call (540) 908-6458
SWEET DRESS-UP PARTY CLOTHES!
TRIED A TRUE, 600-B University
(5401442-7250

PERSON TO RIDE GA1TED
Must be experienced ndcr
horses
on
a
regular
Please call Steve, (540)

HORSES.
to work
schedule
234-0111

ORAPHICS GRADUATE STUDENT
In-house pan time position (20-25hrs),
available to design A produce cameraready art for projects and conferences.
Also coordinate production for printed
marketing materials. Fax resume lo, 540564-1609, or mail resume to IB* I LTD
P. O Box 1039. Harrisonburg. VA 22803

It wouldn't be JMU without

i«i

X

Services
$600 Group Fundraiser
Bonus
4 hours of your group's time
PLUS our free (yes. free)
fundraising programs EQUALS
% 1,000-$3.000 in earnings for your
group.
Call TODAY for up to $600 in
bonuses when you schedule your
fundraiser with CampusFundrjiscr.

Bulldozers. Backhocs.
Loaders. Dump trucks.
Graders. Scrapers.
Excavators
Train in Virginia
Next Class: Nov. 7th
-National Certification
-Financial Assistance
-lob Placement Assistance
800-383-7364
Associated I raining Services

Contact CampusFundraiser
(888)923-3238 or visit
www. campustundraiser. com

AFARTMENT CLEANING Sophomore
student willing to clean kitchens &
bathrooms Can provide own supplies
Will quote pnee upon arrival Base prices
S20Aitchcn. $IO/each bathroom Please
call for more information 571) 283-9743

BREEZE

R<-4 11 ■ 2 Free Trip* Of Cash

I re* MeaUPMtleiln II"
Hishett GimmiMftif.
Best Travel Prrki

HEAVY F.QUPMKNI
OPERATOR
TRAINING FOR
EMPLOYMENT

Can you play an instrument? If so. we
NEED you!! E-mail dcnni.skeuimu.edu
or please call (540) 421-0354

TAXI
VAN
TRANSPORTS
large
groups Call Marty 43MUDE weekends

sTBtsas
Book early aad save

UmenPm** Hi'mcM DoUnaDom

Wanted

www OeiPaidToThtnk.com $$$ NEED SOME EXTRA CASH7
SPRING SEMESTER SUBLET Room
in an awesome Christian girl*' house,
wilh s other wonderful girls' $290 plus
utilities W 3*9 W Bruce St Cute, clean.
and welcoming home i) (703) 304-2114

I www.thebreeze.org I THURSDAY, OCT. 13, 2005 111

(il'IIAR LESSONS Over 15 years
experience Student discounts Please
call for information (540) 433-6468

Travel
BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUIBEI 5 days from
$299' Includes meals, taxes, entry to
exclusive MTV events, beach parties
with celebrities As seen on Real
World, Road Rules! On campus reps
needed!
»ww SpnngBrcak Tra vet com
PrornoCode:3L Call 1-800-678-6386

I

maaaimktumi ■■■
(■—J 424-7710

CANCUN. ACAPULCO. JAMAK A
from S499<
Travel with America's
largest
&
ethics
award-winning
spring break company' Fly scheduled
airlines,
free
meals.
beverages.
biggest celebrity parties' On-campus
marketing reps needed! PromoCodc.3l

www. SpringBreakTravel.com
Call 1-800-678-6386 or 1-919-968-8187
SPRING BREAK 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica, Mexico.
Bahamas and Florida Are you connected'
Sell trips, earn cash A travel free! Cal
for group discounts
Info/reservations
800-648-4849 Visit wwwststnvcl.com
SPRING BREAK REPS NEEDED to
promote campus trips!' Organize a small
group - earn cash and free travel'! 800376-1252 www yy./yrW*.*/*™-.' QpfJ

- THE SLEEZE
- THE CHEESE
- THE SNEEZE
- The Breeze

- THE FLEAS
- THE TEASE
- THE BEES

ROBERT F. KEEFER

The Law Office of Robert EKeefer, Esq. EL.C.
rkcHV-r'« kccl'ercard.com

OPEN AUDITIONS!
OCTOBER 21-23, 2005
WlLLIAMSBURG, VA
—•rd«©>-»AMERICA'S 400TH ANNIVERSARY
"GODSPEED SAIL"
2006 SUMMER TOURING COMPANIES

/
JamrsCown
SEEKING EXPERIENCED DANCERS, SINGERS AND MUSICIANS FOR EAST COAST TOUR
TRAVEL TO SIX MAIOR

US

CITIES OVER

3

MONTHS

PERFORM HIGH PROFILE SHOW FOR THOUSANDS AT LANDMARK OUTDOOR SETTINGS
MUST BE

21-27

YEAR

s

OLD

RECEIVE SALARY PLUS ALL EXPENSES PAID

To APPLY:

Prosodu

WWW.PROSOOY07.COM

I In- I homas 1 larrison House
30 IV Bruce sum
Hamsrinburg, VA 22801

FREE
CONSULTATION

See titllHI lliislrd - "" I In- ( il i/rn's (.iiidc In Slir\i,IIU I'nlii V I'.ni'ii
ill il'>I 11 ■ /vi jriimil 11)111

3^0.^133.6906
University life brings
new experiences, new relationships, new challenges.
A spiritual viewpoint can help you achieve balance
in your life. Visit the website: spirituality.com
sponsored by the Christian Science Church in Boston.
Jmd comfort, new ideas, chat rooms 24-7-365.
there is a Christian Science Church in Waynesboro.
Jor local information call: 289-5134

IT WOULDNT
BE JMU
WITHOUT...
D-HaJl

JAC cards

JA£
>.

J

Mi

HaW.
piripiPD rflCTJ

the Quad
2006 Ford Pailon
And Othtr Glut VthtcUi!

%lk|

Duke Dog

Put your life in drive.
the Breeze

Register at www.fordcollegehq.com for a chance to win a
new 2006 Ford Fusion, and other cool prizes instantly.
NO niKHASI NtUttAIT* A PUROHAW Will Wl IHCRfASI KHJH (HMKfS 0* WINHIW UOAl HfSJOfHTS Of IHf W UWTID MAID (DC > II YIA« AMTJ 010ft VOID IN IIOMDA AMD *Mftt PUOHIBI'lD
Ptomollo" with M/il/tOn. h» OffkW IM*v ptui «mn»ho«w tod o*fi Aulowrt. »*«« wmk**ol*+** torn Sptnwi Fort H*<x tomptn, 0«« Aj^o<*n total kArbo-n. Ml Ul»

THE ONLY PAPEB
JMU BEADS
•

ilThe Breeze

O

o5

collegepurchase
student
program

www.fordcollegehq.com
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FLEX
ILIGM

«*;

G1EATWOK
ORIENTAL GOVRMET

Use your JAC
Off-Campus!

free Dcliv
(Minimum Required)
(Limited Delivery Area)

AREA BUSINESSES:
Are you ready to make
the most out of your
FLEX machine?
Contact The Breeze to
be featured in our
FLEX Spotlight!

568-6127

£f$2-7200
Harrisonburg Crossing
Shopping Center
Across from new Wal-Mart
Closed Mondays

New hours to continue
high quality service while
working on the new location!

Tues. - Thu. 11 am -1 am
Fri. -11 am - 2 am
Sat - 12 am - 2 am
Sun -12 pm • 1 am

*0PEN LATE*

Sterling Silver

B«$ OM Porft

Jewelry
Designed and

Set a 2ni

Handcrafted in
Spain
skateboard ng

Formerly ski & Skate

GETTN HEEH

["Hey! Yeah You! You haven't stopped in yet!
What's up with that? Seriously."
Kiosk located in Valley Mall
in front of JC Penney beside Verizon

540-432-6107

Come skate our
free run BOX- its sick!

Ski or board rental for
the season. sfartlN @ W
Z00& snow jear is herd
AD the top brands
^Tthe best prices!
X

w
433.7201
www. f unction4sports. com
Next door to Applebee's

Otter Expires 10-20-2005

rWnlown: 4TVY>17

East" Coasts largest shop!

33,000 s* t of
SYJW - skafe- surf - style

Offl

. ft v

56 E. Wolfe St.

THE PUB ROCKS!

432-0610

TONIGHT
ADELYN, WELL BUILT, PEPPERS GHOST

PLAN NOW
FOR OCTOBER 31"
HALLOWEEN BALL
CASH PRIZES
FOR THE BEST COSTUMES!!!

EVERY
SUNDAY & MONDAY
$2 SPECIALS FOR
BASEBALL & FOOTBALL
FANS

COMING NOVEMBER 20"

80 FOR A LADY
OUR NEW THURSDAY NIGHT DANCE PARTY
FEATURING: $80 GIVE AWAY

dothepub.com

